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Abstract
Form factor sequences of an integrable QFT can be defined axiomatically as
solutions of a system of recursive functional equations, known as “form factor
equations”. We show that their solution can be replaced with the study of
the representation theory of a novel algebra F(S). It is associated with a
given two-particle S-matrix and has the following features: (i) It contains a
double TTS algebra as a subalgebra. (ii) Form factors arise as thermal vector
states over F(S) of temperature 1/2π. The thermal ground states are in
correspondence to the local operators of the QFT. (iii) The underlying ‘finite
temperature structure’ is indirectly related to the “Unruh effect” in Rindler
spacetime. In F(S) it is manifest through modular structures (j, δ) in the
sense of algebraic QFT, which can be implemented explicitly in terms of the
TTS generators.
1. Introduction and survey
The form factor approach to integrable quantum field theories (QFTs) has several remark-
able features. First it yields a complete (‘non-perturbative’) definition of an integrable
QFT, independent of any Lagrangian description. Rather the QFT is described in terms
of “form factors”, which arise as elements of sequences of tensor-valued meromorphic
functions, solving a recursive set of functional equations. Second it provides a power-
ful non-perturbative solution technique, yielding results difficult or impossible to obtain
otherwise. This is especially relevant when the QFT in question has an independent de-
scription as, say, the continuum limit of some lattice system. Third, no regularization
and renormalization is necessary to obtain genuine QFT quantities. From the viewpoint
of Haag’s theorem the last property hints at the existence of an underlying algebraic
structure with a controllable representation theory, in the sense that the representations
relevant for the specification of an interacting QFT can be described explicitly (unlike the
situation for the canonical commutation relations).
1.1 Form factor sequences in integrable QFTs
The algebraic analysis of form factors in an integrable QFT is usually done in terms
of the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev (ZF) algebra. Originally the ZF-algebra was invented to
give a concise description of all the S-matrix elements of an integrable QFT [45, 15].
Motivated by the fact that also form factors obey S-matrix exchange relations they have
been interpreted as linear functionals over the ZF algebra [36, 27]. Here we shall argue
that form factors should more appropriately be regarded as functionals over a larger
algebra [29]. In upshot each form factor sequence turns out to be in correspondence to
a linear functional over a novel algebra Fβ(S), which we call “form factor algebra”. The
relevant functionals are characterized by a simple invariance condition (“T-invariance”).
From the quantum field theoretical perspective, for β = 2π, each form factor sequence
corresponds to a local operator in the QFT aimed at. Symbolically therefore one has the
correspondences:
Local Operator
in QFT
←→
Form Factor
Sequence
←→
T-invariant Functional
over F2pi(S)
When β is different from 2π the corresponding sequences or functionals turn out to de-
formed QFTs with still having the same bootstrap S-matrix as the original QFT [30].
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The motivation to develop such an algebraic framework is three-fold. First the formulation
avoids making reference to ill-defined traces inevitably showing up otherwise (c.f. below).
Second it is amenable to generalizations not visible in the QFT context. Examples are
the deformed QFTs mentioned before and applications to the quantum Ernst equations.
Third, one may hope it to lead to more useful expressions for the form factors in concrete
models. So far mostly the solutions of the form factor equations are obtained in the form
of multiple contour integrals, where the integrand has complicated monodromy properties
[37, 1]. Since for example a two-point function gets computed from multiple integrals of
the modulus square of a form factor, such expressions – though mathematically intriguing
in its own right – are not of immediate practical use. Of course it remains to be seen
whether the framework here can improve on this.
1.2 Finite temperature structure
An important feature of the algebra F2pi(S) is that it unravels the ‘finite temperature
structure’ underlying the form factor approach. The point at issue can be seen from the
cyclic form factor equation stating that
Fan...a1(θn + 2πi, . . . , θ2, θ1) = η Fan−1...a1an(θn−1, . . . , θ1, θn) , (1.1)
where η is a phase and the shift by 2πi is understood in the sense of analytic continua-
tion. Originally equation (1.1) was found in the context of the Sine-Gordon model [35]
improving on earlier attempts to generalize Watsons equation [21]. Subsequently Smirnov
promoted it to an axiom for the form factors of an integrable QFT, which together with
the other equations implies locality [36]. More recently a derivation of (1.1) from quantum
field theoretical principles was given, showing in particular that (1.1) holds in any massive
1+1 dim. relativistic QFT, regardless of its integrability [28]. The origin of the phase η
is clarified in [33].
Evidently equation (1.1) has the form of a thermal state, or Kubo-Martin-Schwinger
(KMS) condition, with the parameter of the Lorentz boosts playing the role of a ‘time’
variable. This immediately suggests a relation to the Unruh effect [6, 40, 31], which
however is not straightforward to unravel in the formalism: The Unruh effect proper
is strictly limited to free QFTs, in that the Bogoliubov transformation employed in its
derivation cannot be constructed otherwise. Its generalization to interacting QFTs is given
by the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem [5]. Both lead to KMS conditions for Wightman
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functions in (complexified) position space. Equation (1.1) can of course not be obtained by
simply Fourier transforming such a position space KMS condition (as sometimes asserted).
Rather equation (1.1) is a statement about matrix elements of scattering states, not about
Wightman functions. In particular all momenta in (1.1) are on-shell momenta which arise
through the asymptotic clustering in a Haag-Ruelle type construction of the scattering
states. The thermal properties then have to be rederived from scratch. More details on
the derivation of (1.1) can be found in [28].
In the integrable case, after switching to an appropriate pseudo particle basis, the form
factors will in addition obey the familiar S-matrix exchange relations. Being a KMS
condition (1.1) then superficially suggests to search for solutions of (1.1) in terms of
traces over ZF-type operators
Fan...a1(θn, . . . , θ1)
?
= Tr
[
e2piKO Van(θn) . . . Va1(θ1)
]
, (1.2)
where K is the generator of Lorentz boosts, O represents the local operator and Va(θ) are
ZF-type operators satisfying
Va(θ1) Vb(θ2) = S
dc
ab(θ21) Vc(θ2) Vd(θ1) , Re θ21 6= 0 , θ21 = θ2 − θ1 . (1.3)
Indeed, such a construction works nicely in the context of lattice models [20] but in a
QFT context the relevant trace will never exist and for a very physical reason. Namely
K is not like a Hamiltonian, its spectrum is not bounded from below but consists of the
entire real axis. In other words the ‘density operator’ e2piK is an unbounded operator
(and so will be in general also the ZF operators) and the trace is meaningless on any state
space on which K has the proper spectrum. Of course one can try to disregard this as
a technical nuisance and ‘renormalize’ the trace in various ways. For example one can
divide (1.2) by the equally divergent Tr[e2piK ] [23, 12, 6]. In general however there will be
no guarantee that the ratio is finite; for example the divergence may depend on θn, . . . , θ1
or on the local operator considered. One can also return to a lattice formulation and try
to find the proper thermodynamic limit [24], though the trace interpretation of (1.2) is
unlikely to survive the limit [18]. Any such procedure however requires a regularization
that spoils some of the fundamental features of the QFT aimed at. In addition it is model
dependent and against the spirit of the form factor approach, whose most compelling
feature is that no regularization and no renormalization is necessary to construct genuine
QFT quantities.
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In the spirit of the form factor approach one can ask whether it is possible to replace
the inevitably sick trace in (1.2) systematically by something well-defined. Clearly the
required mathematics must be able to deal with thermal states having an unbounded
density operator. Fortunately the relevant mathematics is known for almost 30 years
and has been found independently in the context of QFT at finite temperature [18] and
the structure analysis of von Neumann algebras [42]. The by now common heading is:
Modular Structures. It may be helpful to briefly recapitulate their basic features.
Modular structures in the context of von Neumann algebras are a pair of operators (J,∆)
that can be associated to any von Neumann algebra N with cyclic and separating vector
Ω. The latter means that there exists a Hilbert space H such that both NΩ and N ′Ω are
dense subspaces of H, where N ′ is the commutant of N , that is the set (and C∗-algebra)
of all bounded operators on H commuting with N . The operator J is an antiunitary
involution with respect to the inner product on H, and ∆ is a positive selfadjoint (in
general unbounded) operator. Further they obey the following defining relations
J∆1/2XΩ = X∗Ω , for X ∈ N ,
J∆−1/2X ′Ω = X ′
∗
Ω , for X ′ ∈ N ′ , with J∆J = ∆−1. (1.4)
The Tomita-Takesaki theorem [42] states that JNJ = N ′ and that for all real λ the
mapping Dλ(X) = ∆
iλX∆−iλ defines an automorphism group of both N and N ′. In this
context we shall refer to the following equation as the “KMS property” of ∆
(Ω, Y∆XΩ) = (Ω, XY Ω) , X, Y ∈ N . (1.5)
It follows from the defining relations via [18, 42]
(Ω, Y∆XΩ) = (∆1/2Y ∗Ω ,∆1/2XΩ)
= (JY Ω , JX∗Ω) = (X∗Ω , Y Ω) = (Ω, XY Ω) . (1.6)
Heuristically one can think of ∆ as being an unbounded density operator for which the
relations (1.4), (1.5) provide a substitute for the cyclic property of the trace.
In the context of form factors one is not naturally dealing with von Neumann algebras
and the above results do not apply. Nevertheless one can try to develop an algebraic
counterpart of this construction, just as the “thermofield formalism” [44] takes the above
algebraic relations as the starting point [32], ignoring topological issues in practice. At
least for the time being such an algebraic viewpoint seems to be appropriate. Transferred
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to the form factor situation, a counterpart of the ‘modular’ or ‘thermofield’ formalism
can be formulated as follows. First one gives up the presupposition that the algebra
(1.3) is represented irreducibly on the state space. Rather one works with a manifestly
reducible representation. If Wa(θ) denotes the generators of (1.3) in this representation,
the reducibility is manifest in that there exists a large class of operators commuting
with the Wa(θ)’s, namely a set of operators j(Wa)(θ) satisfying (1.3) with the complex
conjugate S-matrix (the “tilde fields” in the thermofield language). Thus
Wa(θ1)Wb(θ2) = S
dc
ab(θ21) Wc(θ2)Wd(θ1) ,
j(Wa)(θ1) j(Wb)(θ2) = [S
dc
ab(θ21)]
∗ j(Wc)(θ2) j(Wd)(θ1) , Re θ21 6= 0 .
Wa(θ1) j(Wb)(θ2) = j(Wb)(θ2)Wa(θ1) . (1.7)
For real boost parameters λ the Lorentz boosts act as automorphisms of the algebra (1.7)
via Dλ(Wa)(θ) = e
iλKWa(θ)e
−iλK = Wa(θ + λ), etc.. For imaginary boost parameters
λ this is simply meaningless. One of the main results obtained here is as follows: If
one starts with an algebra containing a double TTS algebra in addition to an algebra of
the form (1.3) and imposes one extra relation, then both j(Wa)(θ) and D2pii(Wa)(θ) can
be expressed explicitly in terms of Wa(θ) and the generators T
±(θ)ba of the double TTS
algebra. Namely
j(Wa)(θ) = Caa′C
mnWm(θ
∗) T+(θ∗ + iπ)a
′
n
= Caa′C
mnT−(θ∗ + iπ)a
′
nWm(θ
∗ + i2π) ,
D2pii(Wa)(θ) = CmnT
−(θ + i2π)ma Wk(θ) T
+(θ + iπ)nl C
lk = Wa(θ + i2π) . (1.8)
Here it is stipulated that D2pii(Wa)(θ) = Wa(θ + i2π) is a relation in the new algebra,
which we call “modular” algebra M2pi(S), where S refers to the given S-matrix and 2π
is the inverse temperature featuring in the KMS condition. The term “modular” is used
because the assignments j and D2pii turn out to be (anti-linear and linear) automorphisms
of M2pi(S) having all algebraic properties of modular operators in the context of von
Neumann algebras, in particular j2 = id. The counterpart of the “thermal ground state”
(the cyclic vector in the context of von Neumann algebras) are vectors |Ω2pi〉 and 〈Θ2pi|
satisfying
T+(θ)ba|Ω2pi〉 = δ
b
a|Ω2pi〉 , 〈Θ2pi|T
−(θ)ba = η δ
b
a〈Θ2pi| , (1.9)
where in general 〈Θ2pi|Ω2pi〉 = 0. One of these vectors, say 〈Θ2pi|, should eventually be
thought of as being in correspondence to a local operator in the QFT considered, the
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other can be viewed as a version of the “Rindler vacuum”. The matrix elements
Fan...a1(θn, . . . , θ1) = 〈Θ2pi|Wan(θn) . . .Wa1(θ1)|Ω2pi〉 (1.10)
then automatically satisfy (1.1). The usefulness of a “Yangian” or “quantum double”
extension of the ZF-algebra has been noticed by a number of authors [9, 10, 39, 4, 22, 11],
however without employing the crucial relation (1.8), denoted by (M) (for “modular”)
below. To simplify the discussion we ignored the residue condition so far. By a suitable
modification F2pi(S) of the algebra M2pi(S) one can achieve that the matrix elements
(1.7) in fact satisfy all the form factor equations of an integrable QFT without bound
states. Correspondingly we refer to F2pi(S) as the “form factor algebra”. The solution of
the recursive system of form factor equations can thus be replaced with the study of the
representation theory of F2pi(S).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we define the algebra
Fβ(S), allowing for β different from 2π, and establish the (right half of the) correspondence
displayed in section 1.1. The emergence of the modular structures (j, δ) is described in
section 3, to be followed by a brief outlook on the perspective.
2. An algebra underlying the form factor equations
We work with a slightly generalized set of form factor equations, depending on a real
parameter β. A detailed description is relegated to appendix A. For β = 2π they coincide
with the form factor equations of an integrable massive QFT without bound states. For
generic β one obtains a system of deformed form factor equations, whose solutions turn
out to define QFTs with a deformed kinematical arena having the same bootstrap S-
matrix as the original QFT [30]. Conceptually the solutions to both systems of equations
are sequences of tensor-valued meromorphic functions. Here we show that such sequences
can be set into correspondence to linear functionals over an algebra Fβ(S), which we call
“form factor algebra”. The relevant functionals are characterized by the “T-invariance”
condition (1.9).
The algebra Fβ(S) will defined mainly in terms of (quadratic) relations among its gener-
ators. We deliberately refrain from introducing topological notions here for two reasons.
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First, the appropriate topology is better specified together with and in terms of the T-
invariant functionals mentioned before. Secondly, even for the much simpler case of the
Yangian double the rigorous reconstruction as a kind of “braided vertex operators alge-
bra” [14] or “deformed chiral algebra” [17] has only begun and rests on the specific form
of the S-matrix. The first part of the following definition therefore is somewhat schematic
but sufficient for the purposes here.
2.1 Definition of the algebra
Let A denote an abstract normed ∗-algebra equipped with an IN-grading such that the
degrees add up upon multiplication of two elements. Let A(n) be the subspace of degree
n and consider the space of mappings A(m,n) : Dm → A(n) continuous on a subset Dm =
(IR+ IZ )m of ICm, where I is a finite set of purely imaginary numbers. One expects that
such mappings can be generated by ‘suitable’ multiplication of elements of A(1,1), i.e. of
1-parameter families θ → X(θ) of degree 1 operators. However, in general the product of
two elements of A(1,1) will not be continuous on D1 ×D1. We call
A(data) =
⊕
m≥n
A(m,n) (2.1)
a “braided vertex operator algebra” (braided VOA)1 if the elements of A(m,n) are gener-
ated by two types of product operations from A(1,1) (and indicate in brackets what kind
of data the construction depends on). First, the ordinary product, which will be denoted
simply by concatenation of generators. It is assumed to be well-defined (at least) whenever
Re θ1 6= Re θ2 for X1(θ1), X2(θ2) ∈ A
(1,1). By iteration elements of A(n,n) for arbitrary
n can be generated and will be of the form X1(θ1) . . .Xn(θn) with Re θi 6= Re θj , i 6= j.
Associativity of this product is a consequence of the associativity of the underlying al-
gebra A. In general not all elements of A(n,n) will be linearly independent. The linear
dependencies are induced by exchange relations to be specified later involving the “braid-
ing matrix”. Second we assume that there exists a contraction product, which is defined
whenever a difference ±(θ1−θ2) assumes one out of the finite number of purely imaginary
values I. The contraction product is again defined recursively starting from
· : A(1,1) ×A(1,1) −→ A(1,0) . (2.2)
1We borrow the term, though not the concept from [14].
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The extension to otherA(m,n) is done by assuming compatibility with the ordinary product
X · (Y Z) = (X · Y )Z. In general the contraction product is neither commutative nor
associative. For multiple contraction products we use a right nesting convention, i.e. we
write X ·Y ·Z for X · (Y ·Z) etc. Clearly a braided VOA can be specified in terms of the
generators A(1,1) and A(1,0), the set I, and the two products. Note that elements of infinite
degree are not defined. A braided VOA will be called Lorentz covariant if translations
in the variable Re θ are unitarily implemented; the generator of the automorphism group
will be denoted by K. Explicitly on the degree 1 elements this means eiλKX(θ)e−iλK =
X(θ + λ), λ ∈ IR.
In the following we define three Lorentz covariant braided VOAs associated with a given
bootstrap S-matrix. In addition they depend on a real parameter β and the index set
I = {iπ, i(β − π)}. The charge conjugation matrix and its inverse are identified with
central elements Cab, C
ab ∈ A(0,0) ⊂ A(1,0), where the inclusion treats Cab, Cab as constant
functions in A(1,0). We shall write Aβ(S) for A(S, I, β) in (2.1) and use different symbols
for the various algebras, but keep the generic notation A(m,n) for their grade spaces. The
algebras are:
1. A generalized quantum double Tβ(S) with generators T±(θ)ba.
2. The modular algebra Mβ(S) with generators T±(θ)ba and Wa(θ).
3. The form factor algebra Fβ(S) with the same generators as Mβ(S) but extra rela-
tions.
The indices a, b etc. refer to the modules Va, Vb associated with the given bootstrap S-
matrix S, c.f appendix A. The grading is such that Wa(θ), T
±(θ)ba ∈ A
(1,1). The two
products will be defined by specifying relations among the generators.
Definition of Tβ(S) and Mβ(S)
The defining relations of Tβ(S) are:
(T1) Scdmn(θ12) T
±(θ1)
n
aT
±(θ2)
m
b = T
±(θ2)
c
nT
±(θ1)
d
m S
mn
ab (θ12) ,
Scdmn(θ12) T
+(θ1)
n
aT
−(θ2)
m
b = T
−(θ2)
c
nT
+(θ1)
d
m S
mn
ab (θ12 + i2π − iβ) ,
valid for Re θ12 6= 0, θ12 := θ1 − θ2. Further
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(T2) CmnT
±(θ)ma · T
±(θ − iπ)nb = Cab ,
CmnT±(θ)am · T
±(θ + iπ)bn = C
ab .
The ‘ · ’ product on Tβ(S) is associative.
Now we extend the algebra Tβ(S) to Mβ(S) by adding generators Wa(θ) having the
following linear exchange relations with T±(θ)ba
(TW) T−(θ1)
e
aWb(θ2) = S
dc
ab(θ12)Wc(θ2) T
−(θ1)
e
d ,
T+(θ1)
e
aWb(θ2) = S
dc
ab(θ12 + i2π − iβ)Wc(θ2) T
+(θ1)
e
d .
These relations hold for all relative rapidities, including Re θ12 = 0. Further we impose
(WW) Wa(θ1)Wb(θ2) = S
dc
ab(θ12) Wc(θ2)Wd(θ1) , Re θ12 6= 0 .
(M) CmnWm(θ) · T
+(θ + iβ − iπ)an = C
mn T−(θ + iβ − iπ)an ·Wm(θ + iβ) .
The relation (M) will later turn out to implement the action of the modular operators on
Mβ(S). The ‘ · ’ product on Mβ(S) is associative. An equivalent form of (M) is
Wa(θ + iβ) = CmnT
−(θ + iβ)ma ·Wk(θ) · T
+(θ + iβ − iπ)nl C
kl ,
Wa(θ − iβ) = C
klT−(θ − iπ)nl ·Wk(θ) · T
+(θ − i2π)ma Cmn . (2.3)
Definition of Fβ(S)
Now we supplement theMβ(S) algebra by an extra relations for the contraction products
of W -generators and denote the resulting algebra by Fβ(S).
(R) β generic: Wa(θ + iπ) ·Wb(θ) = −λCab ,
CabWa(θ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) = −λ ,
β = 2π: Wa(θ + iπ) ·Wb(θ) = λ [D
+
ab(θ)− Cab] ,
CabWa(θ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) =
λ
dim V
Cab[D−ab(θ − iπ)− Cab] ,
where λ ∈ IR and we set
D+ab(θ) := Cmn T
−(θ + iπ)ma · T
+(θ)nb ,
D−ab(θ) := − dimV S
dc
ab(iπ − iβ)D
+
cd(θ) . (2.4)
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For a 2πi-periodic S-matrix the Cab contraction in the Wa(θ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) product can
be dropped. For β = 2π we require in addition that 0 ≤ Im θ ≤ π in (R); the extension
to other strips is done by means of (M). In particular using (M) and (TW) the second
β = 2π equation can be seen to be a consequence of the first one. Note also that for
β = 2π the contraction CabD+ab(θ) = C
abD−ab(θ) is defined even when S
cd
ab(−iπ) is singular,
because − dimV Scdab(−iπ)Ccd = Cab is always regular. This concludes the definition of
the algebras 1.–3.
Implicit in these definitions, of course, is the presupposition that the above relations define
consistent algebras.
Proposition: The algebras 1.–3. are consistent (in the sense of the proof). The ordinary
product is associative and compatible with the contraction product.
Proof. (Sketch) One has to show that the defining relations for both the ordinary product
and the contraction product arise from dividing out two-sided ideals in the respective
‘free’ algebras, where no relations among the generators are imposed. Once this is known,
associativity of the ordinary product follows from the assumed associativity of the under-
lying ∗-algebra. Consistency with the contraction product is assumed when checking the
ideals and then justified in retrospect. The search for ideals and the construction of the
successive quotient algebras is best done in a particular order. The principle is largely
analogous to that in [29], so that it may be sufficient to list the items to be checked and
to make a few comments on each entry:
(a) Consistency and associativity of Tβ(S): In lack of a centrally extended quantum
double construction we check the consistency and associativity directly. For relations
(T1) there are in principle six consistency conditions to be checked, which arise from
pushing T+ or T− through one of the relations (T1). Using the known consistency
of the β-independent equations and the homomorphism (2.6) below, only two of
them have to be checked explicitly. Doing this one establishes the consistency and,
as a byproduct, the associativity of the algebra with relations (T1). In this algebra
the relations (T2) are found to correspond to two-sided ideals. Dividing out these
ideals one establishes the consistency of Tβ(S) and its associativity with respect to
both products.
(b) Consistency of (TW) and (WW) with Tβ(S): First one checks the consistency of
(TW) with Tβ(S) by pushing T± through (TW) and W through (T1), (T2). Sim-
ilarly one verifies the consistency of (TW) and (WW). Finally one shows that the
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relations (T1), (T2) arise from two-sided ideals in the associative algebra with rela-
tions (TW) and (WW) only.
(c) Consistency of (M) with all other relations: One can verify that (M) arises from a
two-sided ideal in the algebra with relations (TW), (WW), (T1). This fact holds for
any relative coefficient between the left and the right hand side of (M). In particular
the phase η appearing in (1.9) could also be incorporated here. It is however more
natural to attribute η to the state rather than the algebra. Dividing out the ideal
corresponding to (M) the consistency of the algebra Mβ(S) follows.
(d) Consistency of (R) with all other relations: Again both sides of the relations (R)
have to generate two-sided ideals in the algebra without the relations imposed. For
β generic this is straightforwardly verified. For β = 2π it is a consequence of the
following exchange relations between D+ab(θ) and T
±(θ)ba ,Wa(θ):
Smnab (θ21 + iβ − i2π)D
+
cn(θ1) T
−(θ2)
d
m = S
mn
ac (θ12 + iπ) T
−(θ2)
d
mD
+
nb(θ1) ,
Smnab (θ21)D
+
cn(θ1) T
+(θ2)
d
m = S
mn
ac (θ12 − iπ + iβ) T
+(θ2)
d
mD
+
nb(θ1)
Smnab (θ21 + iβ − i2π)D
+
cn(θ1)Wm(θ2) = S
mn
ac (θ12 + iπ)Wm(θ2)D
+
nb(θ1) . (2.5)
This concludes the verification of the consistency of the algebras 1.–3.. Next we discuss
some of their basic properties.
2.2 Basic properties
The algebra Tβ(S) is a well-known structure. For β = 2π it can be viewed as a presentation
of the quantum double of some underlying infinite dimensional Hopf algebra. The (TW)
relations are then characteristic for the intertwining operators between quantum double
modules [16, 4, 22]. Particular cases are the Yangian double or the quantum double of
Uq(gˆ) in which case the parameter β can be related to the central extension via h¯c =
i(2π−β) [19]. Here we do not make use of the co-algebra structure and always treat β as
a (real) numerical parameter entering the algebra via the set I and the defining relations.
The case of the “critical level” with enlarged center in our conventions corresponds to
β = 0; it will be excluded throughout this paper without further mentioning. A choice
of conventions in particular amounts to fixing a notation for T+ and T−, as they enter
asymmetrically in Tβ(S). The flip isomorphism is given by
Tβ(S) −→ T4pi−β(S) , T
±(θ)ba −→ T
∓(θ + iβ − i2π)ba . (2.6)
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Further (T1) has the usual consequences for the traces t±(θ) = T±(θ)aa separately, i.e.
[t±(θ1) , t
±(θ2)] = 0 ,
but t+(θ1) and t
−(θ1) will no longer commute for β 6= 2π.
There are two degree zero elements in Tβ(S) that do not appear in the defining relations,
namely
Cab(θ) := CmnT
+(θ)ma · T
+(θ + iπ)nb ∈ A
(1,0)
Cab(θ) := CmnT+(θ)am · T
+(θ − iπ)bn ∈ A
(1,0) , (2.7)
and similar expressions in terms of T−.. One easily verifies that in general these are
not central elements. However when the S-matrix is 2πi-periodic – and only then – the
following simplifications take place: (i) The operators Cab(θ) and C
ab(θ) reduce to Cab and
Cab, respectively. (ii) The operators T±(θ)ba are 2πi-periodic. (iii) The relation (T1) can
be assumed to hold also for Re θ12 = 0. (iv) D
−
ab(θ) as defined in (2.4) can be rewritten as
D−ab(θ) = Cmn T
+(θ)ma · T
−(θ + iπ)nb . (2.8)
To see point (i) note the relations
Smnab (iπ)Cmn(θ) = − dimV Cab ,
Sabmn(iπ)C
mn(θ) = − dimV Cab . (2.9)
Thus, provided Sdcab(−iπ) is well defined, – which holds in particular when the S-matrix is
2πi-periodic – one deduces upon contraction
Cab(θ) = Cab , C
ab(θ) = Cab . (2.10)
As a by-product one finds that the regularity of Sdcab(−iπ) is also a sufficient condition for
the S-matrix to be 2πi-periodic, provided the relations (T1), (T2) hold (for Re θ12 6= 0).
Indeed, if Sdcab(−iπ) is regular one concludes from (2.10) and (T2) that the operators
T±(θ)ba are 2πi-periodic. Since the relations (T1) with periodic T
± operators only make
sense if also the S-matrix is periodic, one obtains the implication
(T1), (T2): Sdcab(−iπ) is regular =⇒ S
dc
ab(θ) is 2πi-periodic . (2.11)
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This in turn implies the dichotomy announced in (A.5). The point with (iii) is that
assuming (T1) to hold also for Re θ12 = 0 the 2πi-periodicity of T
± can be deduced
from (T2). Thus, the former only makes sense if the latter holds anyway, i.e. if the
S-matrix is 2πi-periodic. To see the implication (iii) ⇒ (ii) it suffices to show that (iii)
implies (2.10). Consider first Cab(θ) = CmnT
+(θ)ma · T
+(θ + iπ)nb . Inserting Cmn =
− dimV Spqmn(−iπ)Cpq and using (T1) for θ1 = θ, θ2 = θ + iπ, a further application
of (T2) reduces the expression to Cab. The second relation (2.10) is obtained similarly.
Finally (iv) is a trivial consequence of (iii).
Next we consider some implications of (M). The relation (M) allows one to compute
the contraction product of W generators at all relative rapidities θ12 = iπ + ipβ and
θ12 = −iπ + ipβ, p ∈ Z from (R). Using (M) and (TW) for one finds e.g. for p = 1 and
generic β
Wa(θ + iβ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) = λD
+
ab(θ + iβ − 2iπ) ,
Wa(θ − iβ + iπ) ·Wb(θ) =
λ
dimV
D−ab(θ − iπ) . (2.12)
For β = 2π a similar computation maps the two relations (R) onto each other. Observe
also that for generic β the contraction products (R) and (2.12) are consistent with an
extension of the exchange relations (WW) to purely imaginary relative rapidities
Wa(θ + iπ) ·Wb(θ) = −S
dc
ab(iπ)Wc(θ) ·Wd(θ + iπ) ,
Wa(θ + iβ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) = −S
dc
ab(iβ − iπ)Wc(θ) ·Wd(θ + iβ − iπ) . (2.13)
Anticipating the later interpretation of the WW contraction product as a residue (within
certain functionals), equations (2.13) are what one would expect if the exchange relations
(WW) were valid also at purely imaginary relative rapidities.
Finally we note that the algebras Tβ(S), Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) are equipped with a ∗-
operation. In technical terms a ∗-operation is an antilinear anti-involution of some asso-
ciative algebra. Here we denote such operations by σ since ∗ is already used for complex
conjugation and † would be cumbersome. The algebras Tβ(S), Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) admit
an antilinear anti-involution σ given by
σT±(θ)ba = T
∓(θ∗ + iβ − iπ)ba , σWa(θ) = Wa(θ
∗ + iπ) , σ2 = id . (2.14)
Other ∗-products can be obtained from it by suitable basis transformations on V and its
dual that leave the S-matrix and the charge conjugation matrix invariant. Trivally (2.14)
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could also be modified by an overall shift θ on the right hand side by a purely imaginary
number. The particular choice (2.14) adheres to the crossing relations for the form factor
equations.
2.3 T-invariant functionals and form factor sequences
Consider now linear functionals ωβ : Fβ(S)→ IC. We call a linear functional T -invariant
if it Lorentz invariant ωβ(e
iλK X) = ωβ(X e
iλK) = ωβ(X), λ ∈ IR and satisfies
ωβ(T
−(θ)baX) = η δ
b
a ωβ(X) , ωβ(X T
+(θ)ba) = δ
b
a ωβ(X) , (2.15)
for all elements X ∈ Fβ(S) with rapidities separated from θ. An element X ∈ A(m,n)
depending on rapidities θ1, . . . , θm is said to have rapidities separated from θ, if θj−θ 6∈ Z I,
1 ≤ j ≤ m. The functionals (2.15) are the form factor analogue of the thermal equilibrium
states and will turn out to be invariant under the (counterpart of the) action of the
modular operators. Important examples of such functionals are vector functionals (not
traces!)
ωβ(X) = 〈Θβ|X|Ωβ〉 , (2.16)
built from a pair of vectors |Ωβ〉 and 〈Θβ| satisfying
T+(θ)ba|Ωβ〉 = δ
b
a|Ωβ〉 , 〈Θβ|T
−(θ)ba = ηδ
b
a〈Θβ| , (2.17)
where in general 〈Θβ|Ωβ〉 = 0. We shall later address the question to what extent these
vector functionals are generic. Here observe that any T -invariant functional (2.15) is
uniquely determined by its values on strings of W-generators, for which we introduce
some extra notation
fan...a1(θn, . . . , θ1) := ωβ(Wan(θn) . . .Wa1(θ1)) , (2.18)
where Re θij 6= 0, i 6= j. Sometimes also the shorthand f (n) for the value of ωβ on a
string of n W -generators will be used. We can now partially restore topological concepts
by calling a T -invariant functional analytic if: (i) the dependence of the values f (n) on
the parameters θ1, . . . , θn is locally analytic. (ii) overall shifts θj → θj + iβ/2 leave the
values f (n) invariant up to possibly a phase. (iii) ωβ(XWa(θ1)Wb(θ2) Y ) has simple poles
at ±θ12 ∈ I whose residues are given by −iωβ(XWa(θ1) ·Wb(θ2) Y ), ±θ12 ∈ I (possibly
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contracted with Cab), for elements X, Y with rapidities separated from θ1, θ2. Further a
T -invariant functional ωβ is called hermitian if
fa1...an(θ
∗
1 + iπ, . . . , θ
∗
n + iπ) = fan...a1(θn, . . . , θ1)
∗ . (2.19)
For generic elements X ∈ A(m,n) this amounts to
ωβ(σ(X)) = η
l ωβ(X)
∗ , (2.20)
for some X-dependent integer l, which can be computed from (2.15) and (2.19). A T -
invariant analytic and hermitian linear functional over Fβ(S) will be called a T -invariant
form. Using the definition (2.15), and the relations of the algebra Fβ(S) one can write
down a system of functional equations for the matrix elements (2.18) whose consistency
is guaranteed by that of the underlying algebra Fβ(S).
Theorem 1: For any T -invariant form ωβ the sequences (f
(n))n≥1 satisfy the coupled
system (I), (II) of functional equations described in appendix A.
The proof is a direct application of the defining relations [29]. The consistency of the
resulting functional equations is ensured by the consistency of the underlying algebra. In
particular any T-invariant functional over the modular algebraMβ(S) produces solutions
of the equivariance equations (I) for all n ≥ 1. For β = 2π the equations (I), (II) coincide
with the form factor equations of a massive integrable QFT without bound states. For
β 6= 2π one gets a modified system of equations, and its solutions no longer describe the
form factors of a standard QFT. The elements of a sequence (f (n))n≥1 will be called “form
factors” for β = 2π and “deformed form factors” for β 6= 2π, or, when the distinction is
inessential, simply “form factors”. The theorem then implies that each T -invariant form
over Fβ(S) is uniquely determined by a sequence of form factors and vice versa, i.e. one
has a 1–1 correspondence
ωβ ←→ (f
(1), f (2), . . . , f (n), . . .) . (2.21)
Comparing (2.19) with (1.1) one sees that hermitian linear forms correspond to form
factors of hermitian operators. Theorem 1 also holds without this restriction, but for the
moment we impose (2.20) for convenience.
To each T -invariant form ωβ a canonical quadratic form ( , )ω : Fβ(S) × Fβ(S) → IR
can be associated such that ‘off the diagonals’, that is, whenever all rapidities of X are
separated from all of Y , it obeys
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(Y,X)ω = ωβ(σ(Y )X) . (2.22)
The explicit expression, valid also ‘on the diagonals’, is relegated to appendix B. It is
contravariant with respect to σ and hermitian, i.e.
(XY,Z)ω = (Y, σ(X)Z)ω , (X, Y )ω = η
l (Y,X)∗ω , l ∈ Z . (2.23)
In general however the quadratic form (B.11) is not positive semi-definite, and cannot
expected to be so on the grounds of (2.22).
We call the T -invariant form ωβ positive if the associated quadratic form (B.11) is positive
definite, i.e. (X,X) > 0, for all non-zero elements X of the form (B.10). Heuristically one
expects ωβ to be positive precisely when the local operator whose form factors the sequence
f (n) represents is positive. Notice that we require non-degeneracy only for elements of the
form (B.10). On elements involving T± generators the quadratic form (B.11) is inevitably
degenerate due to the T-invariance condition (2.15).
Let us now address the issue under what conditions a T-invariant functional can be written
as a vector functional (2.16). Starting with a positive T-invariant form one clearly expects
this to be the case. This is because one then is in the typical situation where a GNS
construction applies. Of course the GNS theorem does not apply literally (generically
one is dealing with unbounded operators and topological notions have only introduced
indirectly). Nevertheless the basic construction should still apply and yield a state space
Hω with cyclic vector Ωω and a representation πω of Fβ(S) acting on it. The vector Ωω
then is the mathematically well-defined version of the symbolic expression (e2piKO)1/2,
where O is a positive local operator in the QFT and K is the generator of Lorentz boosts.
Of course positivity of ω here is essential because only then the state space Hω will inherit
the positivity of (B.11). In the representation πω other local operators, not necessarily
positive, should have a well-defined action on Hω. Of course the inner product of two
vectors generated thereby can no longer directly set into correspondence to a form factor.
A way to maintain a correspondence to form factors would be to sacrifice positivity of the
state space and to take (2.17) as the defining relation for a vector |Ωβ〉, whether or not
the associated functional (2.16) is positive. The state space associated with |Ωβ〉 then is
Σ =
⊕
n≥0
Σ(n) , Σ(n) =
⊕
m≥n
A(m,n)|Ωβ〉 , (2.24)
and coincides with Hω only when X → 〈Θβ|X|Ωβ〉 is positive.
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3. Modular structures
In this section algebraic counterparts (j, δ) of the modular structures featuring in the
Tomita-Takesaki theory are derived. As explained in the introduction they neatly unravel
the ‘finite temperature structure’ underlying the form factor approach. The modular
structures (j, δ) will be affiliated with the quantum operator algebras Mβ(S) or Fβ(S)
containing a generalized quantum double Tβ(S) and a ZF-type algebra W(S) as distin-
guished subalgebras. Both are linked, in particular, by the crucial “modular” relation
(M). Roughly speaking the quantum double Tβ(S) can be regarded as ‘unphysical’ in that
its elements can be eliminated from expectation values with T-invariant functionals. The
W(S) subalgebra in contrast is ‘physical’ in that its expectation values define the form
factors (or solutions of the equivariance equations (I) in the case of Mβ(S)). From the
viewpoint of the cyclic form factor equation, one of the goals of the formalism here is to
make sense out of thermal expectation values over W(S) with the unbounded ‘density
operator’ ∆ = eβK , where K is the generator of Lorentz boosts. In upshot, the modular
relation (M) allows one to do precisely this. Namely to implement Lorentz boosts with
imaginary parameter on W(S) in terms of the ‘unphysical’ Tβ(S) generators, such that
in particular the thermal state condition comes out correctly.
In more detail consider the following abelian automorphism group on W(S)
δnWa(θ) =Wa(θ − iβn) , n ∈
1
2
Z , δnδm = δn+m = δmδn . (3.1)
We set δ := δ1. Formally δn = D−inβ, if Dλ(Wa)(θ) = e
iλKWa(θ)e
−iλK , λ ∈ IR are the
Lorentz boosts. The main results are:
(a) δnWa(θ), n ∈
1
2
Z , can be implemented in terms of the Tβ(S) generators.
(b) The algebras Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) both ‘decompose’ into a subalgebra N and its
commutant N ′, which are related by an involution j (Theorem 2A and 2B). N
contains W(S) as a subalgebra.
(c) The operators (j, δ) have all algebraic features of “modular structures” in the con-
text of the Tomita-Takesaki theory (Theorem 2C). The counterpart of the “KMS
property” is
ωβ(Y δ1X) = η
lωβ(XY ) , X, Y ∈ N , l ∈ Z , (3.2)
and generalizes the cyclic form factor equation.
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Let us add a few remarks. The ‘doubling of the degrees of freedom’ in (b) is characteristic
of finite temperature equilibrium dynamics. It is intimately linked to the modular relation
(M) and the cyclic equation satisfied by the functions (2.18). For clarities sake let us state
that this holds irrespective of the contractions (R) and hence in particular is true for the
modular algebraMβ(S). Probably we should also repeat that one is not dealing with von
Neumann algebras. The “modular structures” described here can therefore not directly be
subsumed into the framework of the Tomita-Takesaki theory (although this may turn out
to be the case in an appropriate reformulation). Nevertheless the “modular structures”
described here have all the algebraic features typical for modular structures in the context
of von Neumann algebras. Keeping in mind this disclaimer our borrowing of the terms
“modular conjugation” and “modular operator” should not give rise to confusion.
Finally it may be worthwhile to point out the similarity to the “corner transfer matrix
formalism” used in the context of integrable lattice models. A remarkable feature of the
modular operator ∆ in the Tomita-Takesaki theory is that it plays a double role. On the
one hand it implements the KMS condition via (Ω, Y∆XΩ) = (Ω, XY Ω), X, Y ∈ M.
On the other hand it can be used to define a unitary automorphism group, the modular
‘time evolution’, which leaves the algebraM and its commutantM′ separately invariant.
Defining K ∼ ln∆ to be the “modular hamiltonian” one has Diλ(X) = e
iλKXe−iλK , λ ∈
IR, for this automorphism group. In the context of form factors, the von Neumann algebra
M is replaced with the quantum operator algebra N and the group X → ∆nX∆−n (X
analytic w.r.t. Ad∆) corresponds to δn in (3.1). According to (a) the latter can be
implemented in terms of the generalized quantum double Tβ(S). The full analogue of
the Tomita Takesaki theorem would state that δiλ/β , λ ∈ IR, defines an automorphism
group for both N and its commutant N ′. Let us suppose for the moment that such an
analogue has been obtained. Then there are two ways of implementing Lorentz boosts:
The ‘ordinary one’ where K is just a given generator of the (‘kinematical’) Poincare´
group; and a second one via δit, t ∈ IR, that is in terms of the (‘dynamical’) form factor
algebra Fβ(S). A similar phenomenon has been discovered around 1979 by Baxter [3]
in the context of lattice models, where the “corner transfer matrix” [3, 8, 41] plays the
kinematical/dynamical double role of δ. Combined with the powerful techniques now
available in the representation theory of infinite dimensional quantum algebras this lead
to considerable progress in this area; see [20] for an overview. On the QFT level the
implementation of Lorentz boosts with imaginary parameter in terms of Tβ(S) may be
viewed as as a counterpart of the corner transfer matrix formalism.
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3.1 Subalgebra N
As mentioned before the algebras Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) differ only insofar as in the latter
the contraction product of two W-generators is declared by (R). For the subalgebras
N ⊂Mβ(S) and N ⊂ Fβ(S) described below we therefore use the same symbol, keeping
in mind that the latter differs only by one extra relation. Of course N is a shorthand for
Nβ(S).
We denote by N ⊂ Mβ(S) the subalgebra generated by Wa(θ), D
+
ab(θ) as defined in
and (2.4). The fact that these elements form a subalgebra is manifest from the following
relations:
(N1) Smnab (θ21)S
lk
mc(θ21 + iβ − iπ) D
+
nk(θ1)D
+
ld(θ2)
= Smncd (θ12)S
kl
bn(θ12 + iβ − iπ) D
+
al(θ2)D
+
km(θ1) .
(N2) CmnD±nk(θ)D
∓
lm(θ + iπ)C
kl = dimV ,
where D−ab(θ) is the shorthand (2.4). Further (WW) and
(NW) Smnab (θ21 + iβ − i2π)D
+
cn(θ1)Wm(θ2) = S
mn
ca (θ12 + iπ)Wn(θ2)D
+
mb(θ1) ,
where (N1) and (NW) both hold for all relative rapidities. The analogue of (M) is
(NM) Wa(θ) = −
1
dimV
CmnD−am(θ + iβ − i2π)Wn(θ + iβ) ,
Wa(θ + iβ) = −
1
dimV
CmnWm(θ)D
−
na(θ + iβ − iπ) .
For the action of σ one finds
σD+ab(θ) = D
+
ba(θ
∗ + iβ − i2π) , (3.3)
so that N is also a ∗-subalgebra ofMβ(S). The subalgebra N ⊂ Fβ(S) is the subalgebra
generated by Wa(θ), D
+
ab(θ) subject to the above relations and (R).
Before proceeding let us remark that the form factor equations (I), (II) could not have
been formulated for functionals over the subalgebra N only. The appropriate invariance
condition on such functionals still would have to guarantee that they are fully determined
by their values on strings of W-generators. The T-invariance condition (2.15) used in
section 2 is too weak. (For example a T−- generator arising through ωβ(XD
+
ab(θ)) =
19
Cbb′ωβ(X T
−(θ + iπ)b
′
a ) is not an element of N and cannot be pushed to the left by using
the relations of N only.) On the other hand a stronger invariance condition adapted to
(NM) would no longer reproduce the deformed KZE. We will see below that both N and
its commutant in Fβ(S) or Mβ(S) are needed.
3.2 Modular conjugation and modular operator
Let Fβ(S) denote the algebra Fβ(S) with the following replacement of ‘structure con-
stants’
Sdcab(θ) −→ [S
dc
ab(θ)]
∗ , λ −→ −λ . (3.4)
Further let N ⊂ Fβ(S) denote the counterpart of the subalgebra N ⊂ Fβ(S). Similarly
let Mβ(S) =Mβ(S∗) be the modular algebra with the complex conjugate S-matrix and
N ⊂ Mβ(S) the corresponding subalgebra. Of course one expects that the original
algebras and their ‘barred’ counterparts are basically the same, i.e. isomorphic. Indeed,
a trivial isomorphism is the one that acts as the identity on operators and as complex
conjugation on complex numbers. A much more interesting isomorphism is described in
Theorem 2A; what makes it interesting is the content of parts B and C of Theorem 2.
To describe this isomorphism let us prepare extra symbols W a(θ), T
±
(θ)ba for the genera-
tors ofMβ(S) and Fβ(S). Similarly we useW a(θ) and D
+
ab(θ) generators of the respective
N subalgebras. Define an anti-linear operator j acting on Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) by
jT+(θ)ba = Caa′C
bb′ T+(θ∗ +
3
2
iβ − i2π)a
′
b′ ,
jT−(θ)ba = Caa′C
bb′ T−(θ∗ +
1
2
iβ)a
′
b′ , (3.5a)
jWa(θ) = Caa′C
mnWm(θ
∗ −
1
2
iβ + iπ) · T+(θ∗ +
1
2
iβ)a
′
n
= Caa′C
mnT−(θ∗ +
1
2
iβ)a
′
n ·Wm(θ
∗ +
1
2
iβ + iπ) , (3.5b)
and by
j(XY ) = j(X)j(Y ) , j(zX) = z∗j(X) , z ∈ IC (3.6)
on products of generators.
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Theorem 2A:
(1) j :Mβ(S) −→ Mβ(S) and j : Fβ(S) −→ Fβ(S) defined by
W a(θ) = jWa(θ) , T
±
(θ)ba = jT
±(θ)ba , (3.7)
are anti-linear isomorphisms of ∗-algebras and involutions, i.e. j2 = id.
(2) j : N −→ N is an anti-linear isomorphism of ∗-subalgebras for both N ⊂Mβ(S)
and N ⊂ Fβ(S).
Proof: (1) One has to check that W a(θ) and T
±
(θ)ba as defined through (3.5), (3.7) satisfy
all the relations ofMβ(S) and Fβ(S). ForMβ(S) this can be verified by direct although
tedious computation. It remains to check the contraction products for the W-generators.
Using the definitions (3.5) of and (TW) one computes for generic β
jWa(θ + iπ) · jWb(θ) = λCab ,
CabjWa(θ − iπ) · jWb(θ) = λ . (3.8)
These are the contraction products for Fβ(S), as asserted. Consistency requires that also
the contractions (2.12) come out correctly. Indeed, using again the definitions (3.5) of
jWa(θ) one can verify
jWa(θ + iβ − iπ) · jWb(θ) = −λ jD
+
ab(θ + iβ − 2iπ) ,
jWa(θ + iπ − iβ) · jWb(θ) =
−λ
dimV
jD−ab(θ − iπ) . (3.9)
On the other hand the same contractions can be computed directly in terms of the barred
generators starting from (3.8) and the relation (M) in Mβ(S). The result is just (3.9),
consistent with the identifications (3.7). For β = 2π one proceeds as follows. Using both
versions of (3.5b), applying (R) and then simplifying one obtains
jWa(θ + iπ) · jWb(θ) = Caa′Cbb′C
mnT−(θ∗)a
′
n ·Wm(θ
∗ + iπ) ·Wk(θ
∗) · T+(θ∗ + iπ)b
′
l
= λ[Cab − jD
+
ab(θ)] , (3.10)
as required. From here CabjWa(θ− iπ) · jWb(θ) = λ− λCabD
−
ab(θ− iπ)/ dimV is verified
using j(M) and j(TW). One can also check that this evaluation procedure is compatible
with the the condition 0 ≤ Im θ ≤ π (actually enforcing θ ∈ IR in (3.10)) and that it is
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the only one. Finally the property j2 = id can be verified. The statement (2) is a direct
consequence of (1) and equations (3.8), (3.9). ✷
The most remarkable property of j is that the original generators commute with all
their j-transformed counterparts. We formulate this as a Lemma because we shall later
encounter a stronger version thereof.
Lemma: The generators of N and j(N ) = N mutually commute, for both N ⊂Mβ(S)
and N ⊂ Fβ(S). Explicitly, for Re θ12 6= 0
jWa(θ1)Wb(θ2) =Wb(θ2) jWa(θ1) , (3.11a)
jWa(θ1)D
±
bc(θ2) = D
±
bc(θ2) jWa(θ1) , (3.11b)
jD±ab(θ1)D
±
cd(θ2) = D
±
cd(θ2) jD
±
ab(θ1) , (3.11c)
where in (c) all combinations of the ± options are allowed.
The proof is by direct computation. To proceed let δn, n ∈ Z , denote the following
discrete automorphism group of Mβ(S) or Fβ(S)
δnT
±(θ)ba = T
±(θ − iβn)ba , δnWa(θ) = Wa(θ − iβn) , n ∈
1
2
Z ,
δnδm = δn+m = δmδn . (3.12)
Formally δn = D−inβ if Dλ(X(θ)) = e
iλKX(θ)e−iλK = X(θ + λ), λ ∈ IR are the Lorentz
boosts. As emphasized in the introduction D−inβ is however meaningless when defined
in terms of the generator K of the Lorentz boosts. On the ‘unphysical’ Tβ(S) subalgebra
we are free to stipulate that T±(θ)ba is well defined for generic complex θ. Since they can
be eliminated from the ‘physical’ expectation values ωβ(X) no meaning has to be given
to T±(θ − inβ)ba in terms of Lorentz boosts with an imaginary parameter. Of course the
opposite is true for the subalgebra W(S) generated by the W-operators. In the present
framework the action of D−inβ on W(S) can however be implemented in terms of the
Tβ(S) generators, exploiting once more the crucial relation (M). This holds for both the
modular algebra Mβ(S) and the form factor algebra Fβ(S). Explicitly
δ−1Wa(θ) = CmnT
−(θ + iβ)ma ·Wk(θ) · σT
−(θ∗)nl C
lk ,
δ1Wa(θ) = C
klσT+(θ∗ + iβ)nl ·Wk(θ) · T
+(θ − i2π)ma Cmn , (3.13)
from (2.3) and (2.14). By iteration δn, n ∈ Z , yields a discrete automorphism group of
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the W(S) subalgebras of both Fβ(S) and Mβ(S).
So far δn has only been defined for integer n. Also the square root of δ1, say, can be
implemented in terms of the T±-generators and j. It is given by the following alternative
expressions
δ1/2Wa(θ) =

 jWn(θ
∗ + iπ) · T+(θ + 1
2
iβ − i2π)na
T−(θ − 1
2
iβ)na · jWn(θ
∗ + iβ + iπ) .
(3.14)
Using the relation (M) both expressions can be seen to give δ1/2Wa(θ) = Wa(θ −
1
2
iβ)
as required by consistency. In this sense (3.14) it is not an independent automorphism.
However, given the W-generators in a suitable strip of the complex θ plane (e.g. Im θ ∈
[0, π] for the first expression) as well as j, equation (3.14) can be used to extend the
domain of definition by half-integer multiples of iβ, as it should.
The relation of (3.14) to the square root of δ can also be seen as follows. There exists a
linear (not antilinear) anti-automorphism s of Fβ(S) and Mβ(S) given by [29]
sT+(θ)ba = Caa′C
bb′ T−(θ + iπ)a
′
b′ ,
sT−(θ)ba = Caa′C
bb′ T+(θ + iβ − iπ)a
′
b′ ,
sWa(θ) =Wm(θ) · sT
−(θ)ma = sT
+(θ + iβ − 2πi)ma ·Wm(θ + iβ) . (3.15)
The proof is by direct computation, i.e. stipulating that s(XY ) = s(Y )s(X) holds, one
checks that the transformed generators again satisfy all relations of Fβ(S) orMβ(S). The
square of s is
s2T±(θ)ba = T
±(θ + iβ)ba , s
2Wa(θ) = Wa(θ + iβ) , (3.16)
suggesting already a relation to the square root of the θ → θ ± iβ automorphism. To
unravel it observe that also s has the commutant property described in the Lemma [29]:
The generators of N and s(N ) mutually commute, for bothN ⊂Mβ(S) and N ⊂ Fβ(S).
This ensures consistency of the following relation between s, j and σ: s ◦ σ = j ◦ δ1/2
(∗), where δ1/2 is presently simply a shorthand for the shift operation θ → θ− iβ/2. The
point here is that s, j and σ are already known to be genuine (anti-)automorphisms of
Mβ(S) and Fβ(S), so that solving (∗) for δ1/2 yields the searched for automorphism
δ1/2 = j ◦ s ◦ σ . (3.17)
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Evaluating it onWa(θ) using (2.14), (3.15) and (3.5) gives (3.14). For the Tβ(S) generators
one obtains δ1/2T
±(θ)ba = T
±(θ− iβ/2)ba as it should. Consistency requires that (δ1/2)
2 =
δ1, which follows from σ ◦ s ◦ σ = s ◦ δ1 = s−1 = j ◦ s ◦ j.
In summary a discrete abelian automorphism group δn, n ∈
1
2
Z , on Mβ(S) and Fβ(S)
has been defined that implements ‘Lorentz boosts with imaginary parameter’ D−inβ on
the ‘physical’W(S) subalgebra consistently in terms of the ‘unphysical’ Tβ(S) generators.
The T-invariance condition (2.15) can now be re-interpreted as the invariance under this
discrete automorphism group
ωβ(δn(X)) = η
l ωβ(X) , n ∈
1
2
Z , (3.18)
for some l ∈ Z . For integer n this follows algebraically from the defining relations, for
half-integer n it is a consequence of the postulated analyticity properties of (2.18).
Next we turn to the interplay between the automorphism group δn and the involution j.
Theorem 2B: Let ωβ be a T-invariant form on either Fβ(S) or Mβ(S).
(1) j ◦ σ = σ ◦ j and j ◦ δn = δ−n ◦ j and σ ◦ δn = δ−n ◦ σ.
(2) j is anti-unitary (up to possibly a phase) with respect to the quadratic form (B.11)
induced by ωβ and σ, i.e. (j(X), j(Y )) = η
l(Y,X) , l ∈ Z .
(3) Let X ∈ N and Y an element of Fβ(S) or Mβ(S) with rapidities separated from
that of X. Then
ωβ(Y (j◦δ1/2)(X)) = ωβ(Y σ(X)) , ωβ((j◦δ−1/2)(X) Y ) = η
lωβ(σ(X) Y ) , l ∈ Z .
Proof: (1) and (3) are verified by direct computation. Let us illustrate (3) for the case of
the W(S) subalgebra of N . To simplify the notation take ωβ to be a vector functional
built from a T-invariant vector |Ωβ〉. Using the Lemma one finds
j[Wan(θn) . . .Wa1(θ1)]|Ωβ〉 = Wa1(θ
∗
1 + iπ −
1
2
iβ) . . .Wan(θ
∗
n + iπ −
1
2
iβ)|Ωβ〉 , (3.19)
so that j(X)|Ωβ〉 = (δ1/2◦σ)(X)|Ωβ〉 forX ∈ W(S). The same can be checked for the gen-
eratorD+ab(θ) ofN and generic mixed products. Since only the ‘ket’ T-invariance condition
was used an equivalent way to present the result is ωβ(Y (j ◦ δ1/2)(X)) = ωβ(Y σ(X)), as
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asserted. For (2) it suffices to consider the case where all rapidities of X are separated
from all of Y , so that (Y,X) in (B.11) reduces to ωβ(σ(Y )X). The anti-unitarity of j
then amounts to ωβ(j(Z)) = η
lωβ(σ(Z)) with Z = σ(X)Y , which follows from part (3)
and (3.18). ✷
The properties of j and δn described in Theorem 2B clearly parallel that of the modular
structures (J,∆) in the Tomita-Takesaki theory of von Neumann algebras (e.g. as outlined
in the introduction). The identifications are j(X) → JXJ and δn(X) → ∆nX∆−n (X
analytic w.r.t. Ad∆), where ∆ defines the generator of the Lorentz boosts by ∆ = eβK .
Motivated by this analogy we shall refer to j as the modular conjugation and to δ as the
modular operator of the form factor algebra Fβ(S) or the modular algebra Mβ(S). The
little computation (1.7) establishing the “KMS property” of the modular operator ∆ can
directly be taken over: Let X, Y elements of N with rapidities separated from each other,
so that (Y,X) in (B.11) reduces to ωβ(σ(Y )X). Let l1, l2 be suitable integers. Then
ωβ(Y δ1X) = η
l1 ωβ
(
δ−1/2(Y )δ1/2(X)
)
= ηl1
(
σδ−1/2Y, j(σX)
)
= ηl1+l2
(
σX, jσ(δ−1/2Y )
)
= ηl1+l2 ωβ(XY ) . (3.20)
Thus
ωβ(Y δ1X) = η
l ωβ((δ−1Y )X) = η
l′ωβ(XY ) , X, Y ∈ N , (3.21)
with l, l′ ∈ Z . In particular for Y = Wan(θn), X = Wan−1(θn−1) . . .Wa1(θ1) one recovers
the cyclic form factor equation. Of course this is also follows directly from (M) and (2.15)
(see Theorem 1 and [29]), but it is gratifying to see it reappear from the underlying ‘finite
temperature’ automorphism structure, without having to appeal to the deformed KZE
equation.
In order to complete the analogy with the Tomita-Takesaki theory, the image j(N ) of the
subalgebra N should coincide with the commutant of N in Fβ(S) or Mβ(S). A little
technical problem here is that j(N ) lives in Fβ(S) orMβ(S), while N is a subalgebra of
the ‘unbarred’ algebras. This can easily be rectified by concatenating j with the trivial
anti-linear automorphism ι implementing the flip (3.4) and acting like the identity on
algebra elements. Denoting by  = ι◦ j this concatenation, (N ) is a subalgebra of Fβ(S)
orMβ(S) of which one can ask how it relates to the original subalgebra N . Next one has
to specify what one means by the commutant of N in this context. Naturally one will
require that N ′ is again a quantum operator algebra generated from degree 1 elements
X(θ) by the two multiplication operations. Further it should be the largest quantum
operator subalgebra of Fβ(S) orMβ(S) commuting with N . To simplify matters we also
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assume here that the S-matrix is 2πi-periodic. Then both Wa(θ ± iπ) ·Wb(θ) products
enter symmetrically and the identity (2.10) simplifies the structure of the commutant.
With these specifications the following result holds.
Theorem 2C: For a 2πi-periodic S-matrix let N ′ denote the commutant of N in Fβ(S).
Then N ′ is a ∗-subalgebra of Fβ(S) isomorphic to (N ). The same holds for N ⊂
Mβ(S).
Proof: Lemma 3 implies that Wa(θ) and D
±
ab(θ) and hence all finite products thereof
are elements of the commutant of N , symbolically (N ) ⊂ N ′. Theorem 2A implies that
they generate a quantum operator algebra isomorphic to ι(N ). On the other hand the
definitions (2.17), (3.5) entail that N and (N ) generate the same state space (2.24).
Since (N ) ⊂ N ′ the same holds a-fortiori for N ′. Thus
Σ = N|Ωβ〉 = (N )|Ωβ〉 = N
′|Ωβ〉 . (3.22)
From here on one can adopt a standard argument to conclude that
(N ) = N ′ (as sets) , (3.23)
i.e. all elements of N ′ arise as images under : Set s = j ◦ δ1/2, which is an algebra-
homomorphism and can be checked to satisfy s2 = id and s(X)|Ωβ〉 = σ(X)|Ωβ〉, for all
X ∈ N . By (3.22) one knows that for any X ∈ N there exists an X ′ ∈ N ′ such that
σ(X)|Ωβ〉 = X ′|Ωβ〉. For any Y ∈ N one then has
s(X)Y |Ωβ〉 = s(Xσ(Y ))|Ωβ〉 = Y σ(X)|Ωβ〉 = Y X
′|Ωβ〉 = X
′Y |Ωβ〉 . (3.24)
Hence sN ⊂ N ′ and by a symmetric argument sN ′ ⊂ N . It follows that sN = N ′ and
thus also that (N ) and N ′ coincide as sets. Since (N ) = ι(N ) is already known to be
a ∗-subalgebra of Fβ(S) the same holds for N ′. ✷
At the expense of somewhat complicating the algebraic structure this result can also be
extended to non-periodic S-matrices. Let us emphasize that the result does not apply
to elements of ‘infinite degree’, which are beyond the scope of the “quantum operator
algebra” concept. Theorem 2C can be regarded as part of the form factor counterpart
of the Tomita-Takesaki theorem. The second part would consist in showing that starting
from the definitions (3.13), (3.14) also δiλ/β , λ ∈ IR can be defined and provides an
automorphism group of both N and N ′ that coincides with the original Lorentz boosts
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Dλ. Since Tβ(S) via the S-matrix carries dynamical information, this would reveal part
of its ‘kinematical – dynamical’ double role alluded to in the introduction to this section.
3.3 Further properties
The usefulness of the automorphism
s = j ◦ δ1/2 = s ◦ σ (3.25)
encountered twice in the previous section is not accidental.1 It is the counterpart of the
Tomita operator Sˇ forming the starting point of the Tomita-Takesaki theory. To explain
this, let us briefly recap how the modular operators (J,∆) are usually constructed in the
context of von Neumann algebras: Let N be a von Neumann algebra in “standard form”.
This means that N acts on a Hilbert space H possessing a cyclic and separating vector
Ω and that both D := NΩ and D′ := N ′Ω are dense in H. Here as usual N ′ denotes the
commutant of N in B(H), the bounded operators on H. Define operators Sˇ and Fˇ by
Sˇ : D → D , SˇXΩ = X∗Ω X ∈ N ,
Fˇ : D′ → D′ , FˇX ′Ω = (X ′)∗Ω , X ′ ∈ N ′ . (3.26)
They are closable operators and their closures, also denoted by Sˇ and Fˇ , admit a polar
decomposition
Sˇ = J ∆1/2 , with SˇFˇ = ∆−1 , Fˇ Sˇ = ∆ , (3.27)
where J is anti-unitary with respect to the inner product on H and and ∆ is a positive
selfadjoint (in general unbounded) operator. The operators (J,∆) are the modular struc-
tures featuring in the Tomita-Takesaki theorem. Thus, at least in principle, they can be
constructed from the operators Sˇ, Fˇ defined in (3.26).
In the present context s in (3.25) plays the role of AdSˇ in (3.26) and the quantum
operator algebra Nβ(S) of section 3.2 plays the role of the von Neumann algebra N in
(3.26). Indeed, using the automorphism s in (3.15) to define s = s ◦ σ and f = σ ◦ s,
one verifies the following properties of s and f : Both are anti-linear automorphisms (not
1We apologize for not avoiding the clash of several standard notations here: s must not be confused
with the “antipode” in the context of Hopf algebras. The Tomita operator Sˇ of course has nothing to
do with the S-matrix. Both s and Sˇ in the sense of (3.25), (3.26) appear only within the next two
paragraphs. In section 3.3 we write Nβ(S) for the quantum operator algebras of section 3.1 and 3.2.
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anti-automorphisms) of Mβ(S) or Fβ(S). They are involutions s2 = id, f 2 = id and
related by f = σsσ. Further
s ◦ f = δ−1 , f ◦ s = δ1 , (3.28a)
s(X)|Ωβ〉 = σ(X)|Ωβ〉 , X ∈ Nβ(S) , (3.28b)
(s(X), s(Y )) = ηl (σ(X), σ(Y )) , l ∈ Z , (3.28c)
where |Ωβ〉 is a T-invariant vector. These properties are completely analogous to that of
X → SˇXSˇ, X → FˇXFˇ with Sˇ, Fˇ defined through (3.26). Of course the construction
principle (3.27) for the modular structures does not apply here: One is not dealing with
von Neumann algebras, the state space (2.24) in general does not carry a positive semi-
definite inner product, and the topological structure is lacking. Fortunately this is also
not needed. The modular structures (j, δ) here are defined directly and explicitly in terms
of the Tβ(S) generators. The automorphisms s and f are derived quantities which can
also be written down explicitly. In summary, the modular structures (j, δ) found here and
the ‘canonical’ ones within the Tomita-Takesaki theory can be contrasted as follows.
• The modular structures (j, δ) are affiliated with “quantum operator algebras”Mβ(S)
or Fβ(S) containing a generalized “quantum double” Tβ(S) as a subalgebra.
• They are constructed explicitly in terms of the Tβ(S) generators, not by means of
polar decomposition of a closable operator.
• The construction does not rely on the existence of positive functionals over the
algebra Mβ(S) or Fβ(S). The state space Σ in (2.24) may, but need not, have a
positive semi-definite inner product.
• Topological notions are lacking in the quantum operator algebrasMβ(S) or Fβ(S).
In particular elements of infinite degree are not defined.
The first three features should probably not be counted as drawbacks, but the last one
certainly calls for improvement. This is because local operators in this framework probably
are described by elements of infinite degree, having among others the property to map
solutions of (2.17) onto new solutions. In the special case, where one starts from a positive
functional ωβ it is plausible that upon appropriate refinement, the construction of (j, δ)
described here can be subsumed within the framework of the Tomita-Takesaki theory.
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So far the algebras Mβ(S) and Fβ(S) ran completely parallel as far as the modular
structures (j, δ) were concerned. Of course they are different concerning their role in the
form factor construction: The T-invariant functionals over Mβ(S) yield solutions of the
equivariance equations (I), while the functionals over the form factor algebra Fβ(S) yield
solutions of the combined system (I) and (II). One may ask however to what extent they
are different with respect to the role of the modular structures (j, δ). We propose the
following answer: For Fβ(S) it is possible to recover the full algebra from the subalgebra
W(S) ⊂ Nβ(S) and its commutant W(S)′ ⊂ Nβ(S)′, while for Mβ(S) the same is not
possible. Though we cannot offer yet a fully fledged reconstruction theorem, the following
features presumably capture the basic ingredients.
We begin by computing the contraction products between the W and the jW generators
for generic β. The first relation (R) translates into
T+(θ)ba = −
1
λ
Cbb
′
Wa(θ − iβ + i2π) · jWb′(θ
∗ +
1
2
iβ) ,
T−(θ)ba = −
1
λ
Cbb
′
jWb′(θ
∗ + i
1
2
β) · Wa(θ) . (3.29)
Notice that (3.29) is manifestly consistent with the (TW) relations just because the W -
generators commute with the jW ’s. Due to the index contractions the flipped form of (R)
does not give rise to extra relations. However when the S-matrix is 2πi-periodic additional
relations hold
T+(θ)ba = −
dimV
λ
Cbb
′
Wa(θ − iβ) · jWb′(θ
∗ +
1
2
iβ) , (3.30a)
=
dimV
λ
Cbb
′
jWb′(θ
∗ +
1
2
iβ) · Wa(θ − iβ) (3.30b)
T−(θ)ba = −
dimV
λ
Cbb
′
jWb′(θ
∗ + i
1
2
β) · Wa(θ − i2π) (3.30c)
=
dimV
λ
Cbb
′
Wa(θ + 2πi) · jWb′(θ
∗ + i
1
2
β) . (3.30d)
Here (3.30b,d) follow from the first relation (R) and (TW). For (3.30b,d) one uses the
stronger form of the second relation (R), i.e. Wa(θ − iπ) ·Wb(θ) = −λCab/ dimV , valid
when the S-matrix is 2πi-periodic. In either case the derivation only works for a non-
singular Sdcab(−iπ); alternatively (3.30) is clearly consistent with the (TW) relations only
if T±(θ) are 2πi-periodic.
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For β = 2π a computation analogous to that leading to (3.29) gives
T+(θ)ba − T
−(θ)ba = −
1
λ
Cbb
′
Wa(θ) · jWb′(θ
∗ + iπ)
=
1
λ
Cbb
′
jWb′(θ
∗ + iπ) · Wa(θ) . (3.31)
One sees that for generic β the Tβ(S) generators can be recovered from that ofW(S) and
jW(S); for β = 2π the same holds for their difference. More generally the reconstruction
theorem envisaged would take two commuting algebras N as the starting point and show
that from suitable contraction products between them, the original algebra Fβ(S) can be
reconstructed. This should facilitate the construction of explicit realizations of Fβ(S).
4. Conclusions
Since we surveyed the results already in the introduction a few comments on the perspec-
tive may be appropriate here.
The study of the representation theory as well as the construction of realizations of the
algebra Fβ(S) is an important desideratum. The following prospects however seem to
make it worthwhile to consider. The appearence of a double TTS algebra should allow
one to make contact to better understood areas like quantum groups and Bethe Ansatz
techniques [15, 43, 2, 34]. The implementation of Lorentz boosts with imaginary parame-
ter in terms of the TTS generators can be viewed as a QFT counterpart of Baxter’s corner
transfer matrix formalism for integrable models in statistical mechanics [3, 8, 41]. Mak-
ing this relation precise might in addition be a route to a Euclidean analogue of modular
structures.
On an algebraic level we expect that the modular structures (j, δ) can be used to give
an alternative derivation of Smirnov’s “local commutativity theorem” [36]. The spin-
off of emphasizing the modular structures underlying it should be to see how the result
generalizes to non-integrable QFTs.
Finally the algebraic framework described here should prepare the ground for generaliza-
tions, as mentioned in the introduction.
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Appendix A: Form factor equations
Here we summarize our conventions for the form factor equations. We work with a
slightly generalized set of form factor equations, depending on a real parameter β. For
β = 2π they coincide with the form factor equations of an integrable massive QFT without
bound states. For generic β one obtains a system of deformed form factor equations,
whose solutions turn out to define QFTs over some non-commutative space, while leaving
the S-matrix unchanged [31]. Conceptually the solutions to both systems of equations
are sequences of tensor-valued meromorphic functions. The equations are conveniently
grouped into two sets (I) and (II). The set (I) is a system of equivariance equations
characterizing the individual members of a sequence, while the set (II) prescribes how the
solutions of (I) are arranged into sequences.
The input for the (generalized) form factor equations is a given two-particle bootstrap
S-matrix. To fix our conventions, we repeat the defining relations. A matrix-valued
meromorphic function Sdcab(θ), θ ∈ IC, is called a two particle S-matrix if it satisfies the
following set of equations. First the Yang Baxter equation
Snmab (θ12)S
kp
nc(θ13)S
ji
mp(θ23) = S
nm
bc (θ23)S
pi
am(θ13)S
kj
pn(θ12) , (A.1)
where θ12 = θ1 − θ2 etc. Second unitarity (A.2a,b) and crossing invariance (A.2c)
Smnab (θ)S
cd
nm(−θ) = δ
d
aδ
c
b (A.2a)
Smcan (θ)S
nd
bm(2πi− θ) = δ
d
aδ
c
b (A.2b)
Sdcab(θ) = Caa′C
dd′ Sca
′
bd′ (iπ − θ) , (A.2c)
where (A.2c) together with one of the unitarity conditions (A.2a), (A.2b) implies the
other. Further real analyticity and bose symmetry
[Sdcab(θ)]
∗ = Sdcab(−θ
∗) , Sdcab(θ) = S
cd
ba(θ) . (A.3)
Finally the normalization condition
Sdcab(0) = −δ
c
aδ
d
b , (A.4)
It is convenient to borrow Penrose’s abstract index notation from general relativity. That
is to say, indices a, b, . . . are not supposed to take numerical values but merely indicate
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the tensorial character of the quantity carrying it. Vectors va, vb, . . . for example are
elements of (classes of) abstract modules V a, V b, . . . of the same dimensionality dimV .
Covectors va, vb, . . . are elements of the dual modules Va, Vb, . . . and repeated upper and
lower case indices indicate the duality pairing. Indices can be raised and lowered by
means of the (constant, symmetric) ‘charge conjugation matrix’ Cab and its inverse C
ab,
satisfying CadC
db = δba. The S-matrix is a meromorphic function of θ. Bound state poles,
if any, are situated on the imaginary axis in the so-called physical strip 0 ≤ Im θ < π.
From crossing invariance and the normalization (A.4) one infers that Sdcab(iπ) = −CabC
dc
is always regular, in contrast to Sdcab(−iπ) which may be singular. In fact, the relevant
S-matrices are of one of the following two types:
(a) Sdcab(θ) is 2πi-periodic , or else
(b) Sdcab(−iπ) is singular . (A.5)
The form factor equations are a system of recursive functional equations for tensor-valued
meromorphic functions of many variables. In the algebraic formulation adopted here
they arise from the T -invariant states (2.15), (2.17) and the relations of the algebra
Fβ(S). This gives a system of functional equations for the matrix elements (2.18), whose
consistency is ensured by the consistency of the underlying algebra. Both for β = 2π and
β generic two systems of equations arise: First a system of equivariance equations1 (I)
that prescribes their monodromy under the action of an infinite discrete group Wn acting
on the arguments:
(I) fA(θ) = Lw(θ)
B
A fB(w
−1θ) , Lw1w2(θ)
B
A = Lw1(θ)
C
ALw2(w
−1
1 θ)
B
C .
Here Lw(θ)
B
A = Lw(θn, . . . , θ1)
bn...b1
an...a1
is the matrix representing w ∈ Wn on the space of
V ⊗n-valued functions. The group Wn is the semidirect product of the permutation group
Sn and the translation group Z
n [7] and turns out to be generated by only two elements,
s1 and Ω. Their action on rapidity vectors and the corresponding representation matrices
are given by
s1(θn, . . . , θ1) = (θn, . . . , θ3, θ1, θ2) , Ls1(θ)
B
A = δ
bn
an . . . δ
b3
a3
Sb1b2a2a1(θ21) ,
Ω(θn, . . . , θ1) = (θ1 + iβ, θn, . . . , θ2) , LΩ(θ)
B
A = ηδ
bn
an−1
δbn−1an−2 . . . δ
b2
a1
δb1an . (A.6)
Wn can also be considered as a Coxeter group, in which case the length of a group
element w ∈ Wn coincides with the power of Lw(θ) in the two-particle S-matrix. Ωn is a
1The term is borrowed from [13].
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central element of Wn, which on the functions (I) is represented as η
nδBA . Explicitly the
equivariance equations (I) for the elements s1,Ω ∈ Wn are
fan...a1(θn . . . θ1) = S
dc
a2a1
(θ21) fan...an−2cd(θn, . . . , θ3, θ1, θ2) ,
fan...a1(θn + iβ, θn−1, . . . , θ1) = η fan−1...a1an(θn−1, . . . , θ1, θn) . (A.7)
For later use let us also note the representation matrices for the generators tj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
of the translation subgroup. Using tj = sj . . . sn−1Ωs1 . . . sj−1, with si+1 := Ω
−1siΩ,
i = 1, . . . , n− 2, one finds from (I) and (A.6)
tj(θn, . . . , θ1) = (θn, . . . , θj + iβ, . . . , θ1) ,
Ltj (θ)
B
A = η T
c
aj
(θj |θn, . . . , θj+1)
bn...bj+1
an...aj+1
T bjc (θj − iβ|θj−1, . . . , θ1)
bj−1...b1
aj−1...a1
. (A.8)
Here
T bnan (θn|θn−1, . . . , θ1)
bn−1...b1
an−1...a1 = S
bnbn−1
cn−1an−1(θn−1,n) S
cn−1bn−2
cn−2an−2(θn−2,n) . . . S
c2b1
ana1(θ1,n)
is the monodromy matrix; its trace over an = bn yields the well-known family of commut-
ing operators on V ⊗(n−1). The property Lt1...tn(θ)
B
A = η
nδBA reflects the fact that Ω
n =
t1 . . . tn is central. The equivariance equations (I) in particular imply that starting with a
function fA(θ) analytic in the domain Re θn > . . . > Re θ1, 0 ≤ Im θi < β, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
is equivariant with respect to Wn the domain of analyticity extends to Re θkj 6= 0, ∀k, j.
The equivariance equation (I) for the translation subgroup are also known as the deformed
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation (KZE) [16, 35].
The second set of form factor equations are residue conditions (II) prescribing the residues
at the simple poles of the solutions of (I). These residues in turn get expressed in terms of
solutions of (I), but with a lower particle number: n− 2 in the case of kinematical poles,
considered here. Effectively the equations (II) thus serve to arrange the solutions of (I) for
varying n into sequences (f (n))n≥1 such that consecutive (or next to consecutive) members
of a sequence are related by the residue conditions (II). The explicit forms follow from (R)
and (2.12) and correspondingly the cases β generic and β = 2π have to be distinguished.
(II) β generic:
Res f
(n)
A (θn, . . . , θj + iπ, θj , . . . , θ1)
= −λCaj+1aj f
(n−2)
an...aj+2aj−1...a1
(θn, . . . , θj+2, θj−1, . . . , θ1) ,
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ResCaj+1ajf
(n)
A (θn, . . . , θj − iπ, θj , . . . , θ1)
= −λ f (n−2)an...aj+2aj−1...a1(θn, . . . , θj+2, θj−1, . . . , θ1) ,
β = 2π:
Res f
(n)
A (θn, . . . , θj + iπ, θj , . . . , θ1) = −λ
[
1
dimV
Ltj+1(θn, . . . , θj + iπ, θj , . . . , θ1)
B
A + δ
B
A
]
×
×Cbj+1bj f
(n−2)
bn...bj+2bj−1...b1
(θn, . . . , θj+2, θj−1, . . . , θ1) .
We use the notation Res f(θ) = i resθj+1=θj±ipif(θ). The choice λ = β/π for λ matches
the normalization of the 1-particle states b〈θ2|θ1〉a = 2βδbaδ(θ21). Comparing the first and
the second equation (II) one sees that for generic β the residue equations split up into
two sets of equations, where the right hand sides are independent of θj . The poles at
θj+1,j = ±iπ and θj+1,j = ∓i(π − β) are split and merge in the limit β → 2π.
In summary two consecutive members of a sequence of form factors are related by the
following condition: f
(n)
A (θ) is regular at relative rapidities θj+1,j = ±iβ, β 6= 2π, and has
simple poles at relative rapidities θj+1,j = ±iπ with the above residues. The equivariance
relations (I) lead to further poles at relative rapidities θk,j = ±iπ + ipβ, p ∈ Z , whose
residues can be computed from (II). The dependence on β in the deformed form factors
will usually be suppressed. When needed to distinguish them from the undeformed form
factors we shall write (f (β,n))n≥0 and (f
(2pi,n))n≥0 for the deformed and undeformed ones,
respectively. As anticipated by the notation one has
f
(2pi,n)
A (θ) = lim
β→2pi
f
(β,n)
A (θ) . (A.9)
To verify this one has to show that the r.h.s. solves the undeformed form factor equations.
For the equivariance equations this is obvious. To see that the residue equations come out
correctly, first note that the deformed KZE implies that f
(β,n)
A (θ) also has simple poles at
θj+1,j = −iπ + iβ with residues
Res f
(β,n)
A (θn, . . . , θj − iπ + iβ, θj , . . . , θ1) = −
λ
dim V
×
×Ltj+1(θn, . . . , θj − iπ + iβ, θj , . . . , θ1)
B
A Cbj+1bjf
(β,n−2)
bn...bj+2bj−1...b1
(θn, . . . , θj+2, θj−1, . . . , θ1) .
For β → 2π the poles at θj+1,j = iπ and θj+1,j = i(β − π) merge. They produce a
simple pole again because by assumption f
(β,n)
A (θ) does not have a pole at θj+1,j = iβ. In
particular this implies that the residues of the merged poles add up producing the second
equation (II), i.e. the undeformed residue equation.
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Appendix B: Quadratic form on Fβ(S)
To define the quadratic form ( , )ω obeying (2.22) some preparations are needed. Let
F (n) denote the space of functions in n real variables that are permutation equivariant
and square integrable, i.e. z ∈ F (n) iff 1
zA(θ) = L
∗
s(θ)
B
A zB(s
−1θ) , ∀s ∈ Sn ,
‖z‖2 :=
∫
dnθ
(2β)n
zA(θ)
∗CABzB(θ) <∞ . (B.1)
Here Sn ∋ s → Ls is the representation of the permutation group inherited from (A.6).
For definiteness let us display the representation matrices for the generators si
Lsi(θ)
B
A := δ
bn
an . . . δ
bi+2
ai+2
Sbibi+1ai+1ai(θi+1,i)δ
bi−1
ai−1
. . . δb1a1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 , (B.2)
from which all others can be computed. The norm in (B.1) comes from an inner product
on F (n), which for later use we describe in terms of a distributional kernel:
〈z|z˜〉 =
∫ dnω
(2β)n
dnθ
(2β)n
zB′(ω)
∗CB
′B
BT 〈ω
T | θ〉AC
AA′ z˜A′(θ) , (B.3a)
B〈ω| θ〉A =
(2β)n
n!
∑
s∈Sn
Ls(θ)
C
A CCBT δ
(n)(ωT − s−1θ) , (B.3b)
where BT = (b1, . . . , bn), ω
T = (ω1, . . . , ωn). Using [Ls(sθ)
B
A]
∗ = CAA′C
BB′Ls−1(θ
∗)A
′
B′
the kernel (B.3b) can be checked to be hermitian. For equally ordered rapidity vectors
ωn > . . . > ω1 and θn > . . . > θ1 only the s = 11 term survives, and for oppositely ordered
ones only the s = ι term. Here ι = sn−1 . . . s2s1s2 . . . sn−1 is the element of Sn (considered
as a Coxeter group) of maximal length, acting like ι(θn, . . . , θ1) = (θ1, . . . , θn) on rapidity
vectors. Averaging (B.3b) with permutation equivariant test functions in F (n) one checks
〈z|z〉 = ‖z‖2 and hence positive definiteness. Sequences of functions z(n) ∈ F (n) can be
used to construct the Fock space representation of the ZF-algebra [26, 31].
Permutation equivariant functions can be multiplied by means of the following
Lemma B1: Let g ∈ F (k) and h ∈ F (n−k) be L∗-equivariant under the permutation
group, i.e.
gA(θ) = L
∗
s(θ)
B
A gB(s
−1θ) , s ∈ Sk ,
hA(θ) = L
∗
s(θ)
B
A hB(s
−1θ) , s ∈ Sn−k . (B.4)
1Equivariance with respect to the complex conjugate representation s → L∗s(θ)
B
A := [Ls(θ)
B
A ]
∗ is
imposed in order to have the kernel (B.3b) equivariant with respect to L.
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Let (I+, I−) be a partition of I = (n, . . . , 1) into ordered subsets I+ = (in, . . . , in−k+1), in >
. . . > in−k+1 and I− = (in−k, . . . , i1), in−k > . . . > i1 and set θ+ = (θin , . . . , θin−k+1), θ− =
(θin−k , . . . , θi1). To each of these
(
n
k
)
partitions associate an element s(I+, I−) ∈ Sn by
s(I+, I−)(θ+, θ−) = (θn, . . . , θ1). Then the function g ◦ h ∈ F (n) defined by
(g ◦ h)A(θ) :=
∑
(I+,I−)
L∗s(I+,I−)(θ)
B
A gbn...bn−k+1(θ+) hbn−k...b1(θ−) (B.5)
is L∗-equivariant under Sn. The multiplication ‘◦’ is distributive, associative but non-
commutative. The so-defined algebra of permutation equivariant functions carries a ∗-
operation σ◦ given by
(σ◦g)A(θ) = g
∗
AT (θ
T ) , σ◦(g ◦ h) = σ◦h ◦ σ◦g . (B.6)
The same of course holds for L-equivariant functions.
We omit the proof. Observe that in the trivial case where S is replaced with plus or minus
the permutation matrix, the product (B.5) reduces to the moment multiplication or the
wedge product, respectively.
For n,m ≥ 0, let now G(k) ∈ F (k)
∗
, k = n + m − 2l, l = 0, . . . ,min(m,n), be a set of
L-equivariant functions. Use the notation of Lemma B1 with ω = (ωm, . . . , ω1), B =
(bm, . . . , b1) and θ = (θn, . . . , θ1), A = (an, . . . , a1). Define the following distributional
kernel
GBA(ω|θ) =
∑
∀(J+,J−),∀(I+,I−)
Ls(J−,J+)(ω)
C
B C+〈ω+|θ+〉D+ GC−D−(ω− + iπ, θ−) Ls(I+,I−)(θ)
D
A .
(B.7)
Here the sum runs over all partitions of J = (m, . . . , 1) and I = (n, . . . , 1) into pairs of
ordered subsets, not just those with a fixed number of elements |J+| in J+ or |I+| in I+ as
in Lemma B1. Again the indices are not permuted, i.e. D+ = (dn, . . . , dn−|I+|+1), D− =
(dn−|I+|, . . . , d1) etc.. Finally B〈ω|θ〉A is the kernel (B.3b).
Lemma B2: The distribution (B.7) has the following properties.
(a) It is L-equivariant in both sets of variables ω and θ.
(b) It is hermitian in the sense that if there exist H(k) ∈ F (k)
∗
such that GC(θ)
∗ =
HCT (θ
∗T + iπ) then
[GBTA(ω
T |θ)]∗ = HATB(θ
T |ω) . (B.8)
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(c) The number of terms in the sum is (B.7) is
#terms =
(
m+ n
n
)
=
(
m+ n
m
)
. (B.9)
Proof: (a) Equivariance in θ follows from Lemma B1, which implies equivariance in ω once
(b) is known. The counting (c) is due to the constraint |J+| = |I+|. To verify hermiticity
(b) it is convenient to make use of the following facts: For any s ∈ Sn the representation
matrices Ls satisfy L
∗
s(ιθ)
BT
AT = Lιsι(θ
∗)BA. Further for any partition J = (J+, J−) of
(n, . . . , 1) there exists a partition K = (K+, K−) of (n, . . . , 1) with |K+| = |J+| and
Lιs(J−,J+)ι(θ)
D−D+
A = Ls(K+,K−)(θ)
D+D−
A , where D± are as above. ✷
Assignments like
F (n) ∋ x −→ W n[x] =
∫
dnθ
(2β)n
WA(θ)xA′(θ)C
AA′ , (B.10)
define distributions over F (n). In terms of them we can eventually define the quadratic
form on Fβ(S) associated with a linear form ωβ. Set
(Y,X)ω :=
∑
∀(I+,I−),∀(J+,J−)
∫
dmξ
(2β)m
dnθ
(2β)n
yB′(ξ)
∗CB
′BLs(J−,J+)(ξ)
C
B ×
×C+〈ξ+|θ+〉D+ ωβ
(
σ(W )C−(ξ−)WD−(θ−)
)
xA′(θ)C
A′ALs(I+,I−)(θ)
D
A , (B.11)
where X = W n[x] and Y = Wm[y] are two elements of Fβ(S). Using the T -invariance of
ωβ it is clear that ( , )ω has a unique extension to all of Fβ(S). Singularities encountered
for (ξ−)j = (θ−)k are declared in the sense of an (ξ−)j + iǫ, ǫ > 0 prescription. Lemma
B2 implies that ( , )ω is well-defined, contravariant with respect to σ and hermitian, i.e.
satisfies (2.23). Further it has the announced property (2.22). For generic ωβ however
( , )ω is not positive semi-definite.
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